MONTH of JULY
.
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Word game!
Invent a code
(A=1, B=2, for
example). Send
a message in
code to a friend.

Find a wordless
picture book. Use
the pictures to tell
the story
to someone.

Tomorrow is Fourth
of July!
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Write a list of words
that describe
fireworks.
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Find a special
toy and then
describe it to
someone.

Take a walk.
Write about or
draw the things
you see that
show summer is
here.

Find things in
your house that
start with the
letter D. Make a
list of them.

Think of a family
member who
you don’t see
very often. Call
them and talk.

Draw and write
about a special
gift you once
received.
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Choose your
favorite snack.
Tell or write
about why you
should eat it!

Draw a picture of
your bedroom.
Label what is in it.

Think of a food
that starts with the
letter P. Write
about it.

Take a pretend trip
to the zoo. Make a
list of all the
words that describe
your favorite
animal.

Make a list of zoo
animals. Sort them
by categories
(mammals,fish, or
coloring (green,
brown)
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Design your
own stationery
and write a
letter to a friend.

Find something
small enough to
put in your
pocket. Write or
tell a story
about it.

Look for shapes
and designs in
the clouds.
Draw them

Read quietly
for 15
minutes today.

Birthday of Jan
Berenstain.
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Find as many
words as you
can in the
word:
Wrightstown
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Read a nonfiction
book today. What
did you learn?

Think of an animal
that starts with the
letter B. Write
about it.

Make your own
joke book.
Collect jokes
and riddles from
your family and
friends.

Read a Berenstain bear
book
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MONTH of AUGUST
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Tomorrow is
World UFO Day!
Write a story in
about an alien.
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Read in a silly
voice today.

Find things in
your house that
start with the
letter P. Make a
list of them.

Read a nonfiction
book today. What
did you learn?
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Watch your
favorite cartoon
show today.
Write about it.
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Think of a
special day.
Write about it
and draw a
picture.
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Think of your
favorite book.
Tell or write
about others
should read it.

Draw a picture of
your favorite
game.
How do you play?

Think of a food
that starts with the
letter S. Write
about it.

Sit quietly
outside for 5
minutes. Write
about what you
heard.

Make a list of
bugs. Sort them
by what they have
in common.
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Think of an animal
that starts with the
letter R. Write
about it.

Birthday of Judith
Byron Schachner –
Read a Skippyjon
Jones book to
celebrate!
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Write a math
word problem
about your
friends.
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Use your word
wall cards to
make a matching
game. Play with
a parent or friend.
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Re-read your
favorite
story. Make
a commercial
for it.
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Make a list of
things to do
before school
starts!
Get busy 

It is one week
until the first day
of school! Write
5 new things
that you are
hoping to learn
this year!

Birthday of Suzy
Kline –
Read a Horrible
Harry book to
celebrate!

Write a
welcome back
letter to your
new teacher.

Be a reporter. Come
up with 5 questions
about your parent’s
job. Interview them,
and write the
answers.
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